CHAPTER VI

WHAT ARE YOU
LOOKING AT

K

“

adluk, why do you always stare at the Raven

when you see one flying?” Amy asked.
“I don’t always stare at him, but sometimes I talk
to him and sometimes I need his help,” replied Kadluk.
“How could the Raven help you?” Ty wanted
to know.
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“He helps me in lots of ways. He has the ability to
speak anyone’s language. When I am looking for
something and cannot see it from where I am, the Raven
will let me look through his eyes as he flies around and I
can see a lot more through his eyes from high in the sky
than I can through my eyes while I’m here on the
ground,” Kadluk advised the kids.
“Jiminy-Willie-Peppers, you mean you can see
through the Raven’s eyes?” Parker exclaimed, unable
to believe his ears.
“That is correct; I have often used the eyes of the
Raven to look over the country side to find things I
cannot see from where I am,” Kadluk informed the
kids as he thrust his chin forward to emphasize his
point.
“Could we use his eyes to do that?” Amy wanted
to know.
“But of course you could, if he will let you, for you
have shamanistic powers like I do,” replied Kadluk.
“Will he only let shamans see through his eyes,
Kadluk?” Parker wanted to know.
“Only a shaman has the ability to see through the
eyes of the Raven. Why do you think a shaman has special
powers? Do you think everyone would have the ability to
do this?” Kadluk asked as he sternly looked at the
kids and shook his head.
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“Well, we can talk to anything just like the
Raven!” Ty boastfully declared.
“Ty!” Amy scolded her brother.
“You don’t have the ability to talk to all things
like the Raven! You can only talk to their Inuas! The
Raven has the ability to speak directly with whomever he
wants because he can speak anyone’s language!” Kadluk
advised the spellbound kids.
“Jiminy-Willie-Peppers,” Parker muttered as he
stared at Kadluk.
“Why can the Raven do that?” Amy asked
Kadluk.
“Because he is the Creator and that is the way it
has always been from the beginning,” Kadluk
announced as he proudly stood before them.
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